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TIPS FROM THERAPEUO DENTAL 

LASER TEETH WHITENING 
WHAT’S THAT? 

‣ We frequently get asked the 
question,” doctor my teeth are 
looking too yellow. Can we do 
something about this?” 

‣ Absolutely! The teeth are 
naturally coloured yellow from 
the inside due to the middle layer 
of dentin. 

‣ This layer can only be reached by 
means of a special whitening gel 
which has to be applied 
professionally. 

‣ Since we are using a laser for this 
process of whitening the process 
is only 8 minutes! This sure as 
hell beats conventional whitening 
which takes 45 minutes. 

‣ As the laser assists in the 
whitening process your teeth stay 
whiter for a longer period  

‣ If this isn't enough the best part is that 
there is NO POST TREATMENT 
SENSITIVITY. 

‣ To see how the process of whitening is 
done do check out our cool videos on our 
instagram page.  

- Follow us:         @therapeuodental  for 
information on all your dental needs

October Issue 2019

DID YOU KNOW?? 
The middle layer of the 
tooth (dentin) is what 
gives teeth a yellowish 

hue
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SILVER MEMBER 

Treatment worth   4000+++   
for    3000 only* 

- 1 Full mouth X-Ray 

- 2 dental Check-ups 

- 1 Scaling visit 

- 5 % reduction on select treatments

                       GOLD MEMBER 
 
Treatment worth     10000+++  
for    7000 only* 

- 1 Full mouth X-Ray 

- 2 dental Check-ups 

- 2 Scaling visits 

- 1 Digital Smile Design 

- 10% reduction on select treatments

*VALID FOR UPTO ONE YEAR FROM PURCHASE DATE

THERAPEUO Transformation of the month

ARE YOU OUR MEMBER YET??

Here’s to our happy patient        
Mrs. Pritsikha Anil.  

She had come to us saying that 
one of her fillings needed to be 
looked into!  

Following a thorough 
comprehensive check up a few 
more fillings and a crown were 
discovered which has sorted out 
her oral health completely. 

She considers herself to be a “boring and regular” personality but her smile and 
demeanour proved otherwise. She was an absolute pleasure to treat and 
underwent the procedures just as a perfect patient would. 

Her google review,” Very professional, explained procedures in layman's terms 
and discussed all available options” and 5 star rating says volumes about her 
experience. 

Thank you so much for giving us the opportunity to help you Prisikha. Looking 
forward to seeing you soon!
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Says who? Here at Therapeuo Root Canals are one of the 
simplest and painless procedures you could undergo. 
They are completed under local anaesthesia and done by 
a certified endodontist every single time! 
Message us your queries:   
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Last issues answer!!  
Which is the hardest biological 
material? 
a) Bone  b) Teeth c) Nails  
Answer: Teeth  

THERAPEUO TRIVIA

Is a root canal painful?

What is a teeth cleaning procedure 
called? 
a) Polishing b) Scaling c) Whitening 

Send us your answers on any of the 
modes of communication 
mentioned and get an amazing gift 
from us. 

QUESTIONS PLEASE! 

    @therapeuodental  or          9833142225 and we’re gonna reply for sure

Send us you feedback, thoughts, opinions heck just 
say hello to us and we’d respond right away!!  

 
Call us :22165910/11/12     Whatsapp: 9833142225 

 
For some more amazing information like and follow us on:  

Instagram: @therapeuodental  
Facebook: Therapeuo Dental and Multispecilaity clinic  

Website: www.therapeuoclinic.com  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